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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, Social media has become a major part to transfer the
message that must be shared with the people ideas and express the
information globally in our day-to-day life. Through social media
can able to connect the people together, they are vulnerable to
crimes like Identity thefts, false information, and identity masking
etc. Identifying the event from the social media messages and news
headlines are the important area of research in the current era.
This paper illustrates work done on Event Extraction for Indian
language shared task which is conducted in Forum for Information
Retrieval Evaluation (FIRE) 2017. For this Event extraction task,
organizers release the dataset with three languages Tamil, Hindi,
and Malayalam. Each language dataset consists of two files Original
Tweet file and Annotation files. We only participated in the Tamil
event extraction task. In this task, we converted the original tweet
file into Bio-format to apply the machine learning directly. Then
analyzing each chunk of the word is an event is said to [B] beginner
and the other events will be given as Intermediate and the others are
assigned as O tag. Each word or chunk should be trained whether
it is the event or not an event with the help of rich features and
SVM classifier. Here we also find out the Cross- Validation accuracy
using Natural language techniques.
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INTRODUCTION

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a field that covers computer
understanding and manipulation of human languages. It focuses
on the interaction between human language and computer is called
Natural language processing. Event Extraction is an important
stream of information extracted it has greatly gained in popularity
due to the advent of big data and the developments in the related
fields of text mining in Natural Language Processing. One common
application of text mining is event extraction which encompasses
deducing specific knowledge concerning incidents referred to in
texts. Most of the data is initially unstructured. Using NLP techniques, information is extracted from texts from various sources
such as new messages and blogs that must be stored in a structured
way eg. Databases. The event can be useful in some applications
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like risk analysis, monitoring systems and decision making supporting tools. The event must be used in three methods that is data
to driven knowledge, extract knowledge through representation
and exploitation of expert knowledge and hybrid event extraction.
With the enormous content of data and the impact of digital data
sources are easily extracted. Most of the data is in an unstructured
format that is human can easily understand the language.The data
that are given here is to be converted to machine understandable
language. The application that is mainly used in Information retrieval and Information Extraction Methods. Information Extraction
is the method of automatically extracting structured information
from the unstructured or semi-structured machine-readable documents. In related work, the open dataset for event extraction for
the English language is explored in [6]. Here the corpus raises two
main issues. It was annotated with templates describing all events
with the same set of slots. The methodology used in this type is
Annotation and ASTRE corpus. In this paper, the ASTRE corpus, a
new corpus dedicated to the evaluation of event schema induction.
Template-based Information Extraction without template is discussed in [2]. The template defines a specific type of event with
a set of semantic roles for the typical entities involved in such an
event. The methodology in this paper is learning templates from
raw text and clustering on event distance.
Distant supervision approach to template-based event extraction,
focusing on the extraction of passenger counts, aircraft types, and
other facts concerning airplane crash events is explored in [8]. They
also presented a publicly available dataset and event extraction
task in the plane crash domain based on Wikipedia infoboxes and
newswire text.
Event extraction is treated as an dependency parsing in [5]. Here,
authors proposed a simple approach for the extraction of such
structures by taking the tree of event-argument relation. This gives
the better performance in the extraction of a biomedical event.
In [9], Event Extraction from unstructured text data was explained. Authors extended the bootstrapping method that was initially developed for extracting relations from web pages to the
problem of content extraction from short unstructured text. The
event extraction method proposed in this paper attained less accuracy for the Twitter dataset as compared to the enterprise dataset.
An overview of event extraction from text was described in [3].
This literature survey discussed the text mining techniques that are
employed for various event extraction purposes. Here knowledge
driven event extraction and Hybrid driven even extraction methods
are discussed elaborately.
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Table 1: EventXtract-IL Tamil Dataset
Files
Annotations
News Headlines
Unique Authors

Training
1109
3843
1799

Testing
5304
2509

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
the overview of the shared task and the details regarding the dataset.
Section 3 describes the proposed system developed for the event
extraction task while Section 4 shows the evaluation results of three
submissions for Tamil event extraction shared task. Finally, Section
5 concludes the paper.
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DATASET DETAILS

The task contains two files such as Original tweet file and Annotation files. The first two column must contain Tweet ID and user
ID. The third column must represent the event phrase of the ID.
The Fourth column will mention the index where this phrase starts
in the tweet string and the fifth column is the string length of the
event phrase. The events are given as Natural disasters, Man-made
disasters, political events and cultural /social events.
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Figure 1: Methodology
Table 2: EventXtract-IL Results

KCE_DAlab
Submission1
Submission2
Submission3

EVENT EXTRACTION FOR TAMIL
LANGUAGE

Normally, for Text mining and Information Extraction, preprocessing is the mandatory step and it is necessary for the Twitter dataset.
The methodology which is followed in the entity extraction is followed in the event extraction too [7] [1] . The preprocessing step
encompass Normalization and Tokenisation methods. In Tokenisation, based on the white spaces, sentences are partitioned into
tokens. These tokens are further normalized where superficial variations are extracted. However, normalization of Twitter messages
is desired to prevailing the non-standard words, spelling digression,
lengthen the unconstrained abbreviations (eg., tmrw for tomorrow),
and prevailing the phonetic alternation. For English language, case
folding is a relevant one where case variations must be obtained but
it does not feel necessary for Indian language where no such variation exists.The methodology of the proposed system is illustrated
in Figure 1. The training dataset consists of two files such as raw
tweets and extracted type annotated entities. The tweet file will be
expressed by "Tweet ID","User ID" and tweets. The entity file must
be expressed of "Tweet ID","User ID", Entity type, entity, starting
index and length. We have merged these files and converted into
conventional BIO formatted text in which B-XXX tag refers the
Beginning word of the entity type and I-XXX is needed for the
following chunks of an entity. The tag other than the event is represented as O. In tokenization the tweets are further partitioned into
small chunks called as tokens. Training and testing tweets must
be tokenized properly in one token-per line format. Annotated
events and tokenized training tweets are combined to create the
BIO format. Features are extracted in Tamil and train the system
with support vector machine-based classifier, SVMLight [4]. Finally,
the BIO format tokens are converted into the given annotation
format and the event is extracted.

3.1

Prec %
39.1
38.05
38.44

Tamil
Rec %
62.28
51.81
61.14

F-m%
48.04
43.88
47.2

Features for Event extraction

In this work, feature extraction is essential as this decides the accuracy of the machine learning based system. The traditional features
like words, prefixes, and suffixes of the word, binary feature, shape
features are used in the feature extraction step. Binary feature and
shape feature is binary features where if it is present in the tweet
then it is marked as ’1’ or else ’0’. For prefix and suffix feature maximum up to five characters before and after the current character
are taken as features. The punctuation mark such as question mark,
exclamatory marks, comma, and full stop are also used as features.
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RESULTS

This section explains the submission details and the results obtained.
The results are shown in Table.2, Submission-2, is the baseline
system and submission-1 undergone the C-parameter tuning of
SVM. In, submission-3 the parameters are fixed based on 10-fold
cross-validation.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

The work is submitted as a part of Shared Task on Event Extraction
for the Tamil Language in FIRE 2017. The task organizer provided
the twitter file and annotation file. Three submissions were submitted for the task using the traditional features. The system was
trained and tested using SVM classifier. In future, POS tagging
and the NER features along with word embedding can be added to
improve the performance of the event extraction system.
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